MAARS CARRÉ
industrial look in your interior
Follow the latest trend in interior design: the industrial look. How to combine this with architectural single glaze walls? Maars has the answer: Carré.

Using this system, you can create an industrial look on architectural walls of all thicknesses. Grids, horizontal or vertical muntins: the options are endless!

Until now, there was a lack of products on the market to create industrial looks in your interior by using architectural walls. But that was before the introduction of Carré.

- The ideal temporary or flexible solution
- Movable glass partitions with muntins
- Satisfies all functional requirements

After intensive testing in order to create the right industrial aesthetic on all glass thicknesses, Maars has introduced two unique solutions under the name Carré.

- Movable properties are maintained
- Can be applied to walls and doors
- The result is one cohesive design

Unlimited freedom in design: create unique configurations and layouts with Carré.